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CHOOSE your blues. Walls this
bright aren’t for everyone.
You can still make an impact
with amoremuted shade, so
go for paints with a grey or
slightly purple tone for amore
subtle take on the look.

PAINT windowsills and
recesses white tomaximise
the light. We can’t all boast
whopping great windows like
these, but pale recesses will
help reflect light into the room.

GO LOW for your coffee table.
It gives the illusion of more
floor space and creates a
more open view of the room.

CHEAT your way to a designer
look. Having a whole sofa
reupholstered in posh fabric
would cost a fortune, but don’t
forget you can buy fabrics by
the half metre. Most have a
width of 140cmwhich gives
you enough tomake a cushion
cover or create a wall canvas.

BE BRAVE with colour and
pattern. Choose your print
first and build the rest of the
room around it. Here, the blue
of the walls corresponds to the
blue flowers on the sofa.
Meanwhile, the pink of the
roses is picked out in both
the curtain tie-back and
Indian-style pouffe which
draws the whole look together.

BARE ALL. Stripped back
floorboards look cool and
contemporary. They also help
reflect the light, making the
room seemmore spacious.
Don’t have wooden floors?
Fake it with a good laminate.

BRING it into the 21st century.
In an older property, it’s easy
for classic style to look
old-fashioned. By adding a few
super-modern pieces of
furniture in neutral colours,
you keep your home firmly
rooted in the here and now.

Make it
work for
you...
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Classic style gets a
contemporary update
with bold colours and
vibrant florals…

livingnotes

ominglovely
Spode blue Italian
dish, £16.50,
Portmeirion.co.uk

Japanese green blossom
ceramic bowl, £4.95,
Dotcomgiftshop.com

Sunnngdale
chair, £199,

Kaleidoscope.co.uk

Idyllic IV art print by
Hans Paus, from £14.99,
Art.co.uk

Wooden tripod
foor lamp, £75,
Sainsburys.co.uk

Wabi Sabi
Isamu fabric,
£28.80 per metre,
Fashioninteriors.
co.uk

Bluebellgray
Flower Field
Fabric, £80
per metre,
Johnlewis.com

Embroidered
pouffe,
£119 each,
4living.co.uk

Blue cracked
glass vase, £1,
Poundland.

co.uk

Chrome tie-back
in pink, £7.99,
Dunelm-mill.com

Balance
Watercolour
floral cushion,
£7, Wilko.com

Lack coffee
table, £20,
Ikea.co.uk


